A New Palm Print Recognition Approach by Using PCA & Gabor Filter
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ABSTRACT: The key problems that involve in identification of palm print are searching for the better match from the test sample taken from input and also the available templates in the palm print database. The selection of the features and measuring similarity are 2 basic to be resolved. A feature that has higher discriminating ability should need to show a large variation between samples taken from totally different persons and small variation between samples taken from the palm of same person. Principal lines with information points are consider as very helpful palm print features and are successfully used for the aim of verification. Excluding these features there are many various features present in a palm print like: wrinkle features, geometry features, minutiae features and delta point features. It’s noted that each one of those features of palm are involved with the native attributes supported points or line segments. 2 key points in palm print identification are: first is to develop an efficient algorithm that extracts helpful features and second is to correctly measure the similarity of 2 features sets. In contrast to the existing technique, propose a combine selection technique for identification by using the palm print feature base pattern matching by combining native and global palm print features in some stratified fashion. In this work, use PCA, Gabor Filter and KNN for the aim of classification and matching. This work show palm print authentication system operates in 2 ways in which first is enrolment and the second is verification. In enrolment, a user needs to offer palm print samples many times to the system. The samples is captured with the use of any image capturing device that then pre-processed and so extraction of features is done to provide the templates that keep template database. For verification user is instruct to produce his/her user ID and palm print sample, then the palm print sample are pre-processed and extraction of feature is done to compared it with templates keep within the database that belonging to constant user ID.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer-based personal identification system also known as biometric computing system that helps to recognize a person by his/her physical or behavioral characteristics. Biometric identification system is growing technology that can be used to solve security problems in our networks society. The technology of palm print authentication was proposed few years ago as a new branch of biometric system, which is based on the extraction of lines and points from palm of a personal for its identification [1]. Biometrics-based personal identification is considered to be an effective way for recognizing person’s identity automatically. Biometric computing can offer an effective way for the identification purpose by using individual’s reliable, unique and stable physical or behavioral characteristics. There are many techniques based on biometric computing such as physical like finger prints, hand geometry, iris pattern, retina, or behavioral like speech and handwriting. Biometrics-based recognition system is growing as the most stable and reliable solution because it deals with behavioral and physiological characteristics, which can be used to identify and authenticate a person’s claim to identify.

1.1 Palm Print Recognition Key Points

The key points in palm print identification are [2, 5]

1) To develop an effective algorithm that extracts useful features and

2) To correctly measure the similarity between the two features sets.

Feature point extraction-We define as feature points those points lying on the prominent palm lines. For each such of these feature point, the orientation between its associated lines of palm is also computed.

Identity verification- For verification we define two sets P and D for score matching. Where P is used for the percentage of correspondence point that are with respect to the feature points of the two sets which are minimum in numbers, and D is used for the average distance (which is in pixels) between two of the corresponding points. Once the matching sets P and D for the two palm prints has been computed, the identity verification becomes a two-class (genuine vs imposter) classification problem. The classification task can be treated as constructing a decision boundary in a 2-dimensional feature space (P and D are treated as two features), or some projection method can be applied in order to transform the data into a one-dimensional feature space. We chose to apply a discriminate analysis to the sets of intra-class and inter-class.

There are various technique exist to palm print recognition. There are some researchers have already used different-2 techniques in palm print recognition such as some researcher used PCA for feature reduction and other used LDA for feature reduction.

Our research is to understand these techniques first and then implement a new way for palm print recognition using hybrid techniques.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature review is an important part of design and implementation of any research work. Proper survey is helpful in the various design phase of the overall system. The significance of the survey lies in the numerous advantages achieved at the time of actual implementation too. A survey deals with the various technological advancement and work done so far in the particular domain. Literature survey is crucial part of any system development project since it allows one to analyze various requirements and probable problems. Survey is very much essential for carrying the advantages of existing systems and simultaneously removing the negatives.

In the last few years, Computer- based personal identification implemented using various biometric techniques in these biometric techniques palm print is also consider an important technique, where extracted lines and points from palm is a person is used for personal identification. Palm has various unique features for identification.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION & PROPOSED WORK

There are many techniques developed in the literature some of them have been studied in the literature survey now we have to develop a new a technique that is better than other technique and that can handle accuracy and complexity in the system on which we are working.

3.1 Problem Definition and Objective

We have found a weakness in the PCA based palm print recognition system that there algorithm based on the Eigen palm is used to recognize the palm print. This algorithm successfully works on other biometric like face recognition system, but here system cannot handle the complexity and accuracy.

The objective is to increase accuracy of PCA based palm print recognition system. In this technique first we train the system from the palm images and find out similar images from test-set. First thing that is needed in order to do is to have a data set then extract feature from palm images.

3.2 Proposed Work

We can solve the above mention problem by developing a new technique for recognition of palm print. Proposed technique is a hybrid technique for recognition system based on palm print, for this technique first we obtain ROI of a palm print. In this method we choose a fixed region of square size as the palm centre part, which is then divided and aligned into blocks of square for local feature extraction. Instead of scanning square blocks, we scan the complete image starting from left side from index finger and to thumb crossing point, and then select a bottom point of little finger to draw a rectangle in opposite diagonal direction by joining these points and finally crop that image. This processed and cropped portion of image will further use for matching. After preprocessing the image of palm print extraction of features can be done to match it further. There are two types of algorithms that can use for recognition, first is identification and is second verification. In technique of identification, an individual is recognizes by the system using the search in the templates database of all the users for a best match. Extraction and matching methods feature can be classified into 4-categories- sub-space-based, Statistical-based, Line-based and coding-based. In technique of verification, a person's identity is validates by system using comparison of the biometrically captured data with persons own biometric data templates present in the system database. Process of verification is used typically for correctly recognition; here the aim is to prevent the access of multiple employee/ people using the same identity.

3.3 Proposed Technique

Proposed technique based on ROI (Region of Interest). In proposed technique first we pre-process palm database and after this palm images are converted into binary image to find out effective ROI. For each images we find ROI that is used for matching same input image from database for identification.

There are many possible techniques that can be used for data classification. Principal-Component-Analysis (PCA) and Linear-Discriminant-Analysis (LDA) are two techniques used commonly for classification of data and reduction of dimensions [21]. PCA has some limitation over LDA for feature reduction. Limitations of PCA are solved in LDA.

These are introduction of Techniques for feature reduction.

1) Principal-Component-Analysis (PCA)

2) Linear-Discriminant-Analysis (LDA)

3.3.1 Principal-Component-Analysis

Principal-component-analysis (PCA) was invented by Karl Pearson in year1901. PCA is a mathematical procedure which involves the transformation of a number of variables with possibly correlated into a number of variables that are uncorrelated is known as principal components that relates to the original value of variables by an orthogonal transformation. This transformation is to be defined in such a manner that its first principal component has variance as high a as possible (accounts variability as much as possible for the data), and each successive component has to show the highest possible variance over the constraint that is to be the orthogonal to the earlier components. PCA is very responsive to the comparative scale for the original variables.

The main advantages of PCA are that the Eigen palm approach that helps in decreasing the database size required for testing images for its recognition. The trained palm images are not directly stored as raw images rather they are stored as their weights which are found out projecting each and every trained image to the set of Eigen palm obtained [12].
PCA has been widely used for reduction of dimensions in computer processing. The base vector, that is bi(x, y) are generated from palm print image sets are known as Eigen palm and they have similar in dimension to the dimension of original images and they are similar to palm print in appearance. Recognition is implemented by a new image projecting into the subspace spanned using the Eigen palm and to classify the palm print by its position comparing in palm space with palm print positions of individuals.
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Fig 3.1 (a) PCA for Data Representation (b) PCA for Dimension Reduction

PCA has been widely used in pattern recognition, as well as in the field of biometrics. It is most popular as a face recognition technique but has been also used for the recognition of palm print images. PCA, applied to a set of images, can be used to determine the subspace that is covered with all analyzed sets of images. The images are then encoded into this subspace, and then again returned to their original space, the error between the original image and the reconstructed images is minimized (i.e. no other transform exists that can represent these images with the same number of samples and has a smaller reconstruction error). Thus, PCA finds optimal basis for transform in sense of image representation, but not necessarily recognition the common approach to solving this problem is to reduce the sample dimensionality by means of PCA prior to employing LDA. However, a number of LDA modifications have been developed that don’t suffer from this problem, such as regularized LDA (RLDA) and direct LDA (DLDA) Direct LDA solves the problem by removing the NUL space of the matrix SB. RLDA uses the total scatter matrix instead of within-class scatter matrix and adds to it a unit matrix multiplied by some small factor λ, in order to make it non-singular. Independent methods of component analysis to find the underlying factors that generate the observed signals. It is assumed that the observed signals are computed as a linear combination of some independent underlying components. The idea of ICA is similar to PCA, but while PCA finds components that are just uncorrelated, ICA finds components that are also independent (independent components are also uncorrelated, but not vice versa). There are a number of algorithms for computing independent component analysis, with most of them working by maximizing the non-Gaussianity of components [12].

Advantages of PCA

1) It is the simplest approach which can be uses for the data compression and palm print recognition.
2) Operates at a faster rate.

Limitations of PCA

1) Requires full frontal display of palm.
2) Not sensitive to lighting conditions, position of palm.
3) Considers every palm in the database as a different image. Palm of the same person are not classified in classes.

3.3.2 Linear-Discriminant-Analysis

LDA is a well-known method for reduction of dimensions. But for this the Fourier magnitude center band requires to be adjusted. The k*k for Fourier magnitude the center band can be reshaped to the 2-dimension array that have the same elements as for Fourier magnitude the center band have. The space occupied using the array is known as the Fourier magnitude space (FMS). They generally have FMS dimensionality to be high for directly use. Thus, it requires performing LDA for dimensionality reduction to the array of Fourier magnitude of FMS. When dealing to small sample size data and with high-dimensions, classical LDA undergo to the singularity problem. A common way to solve the problem of singularity is to use an intermediate stage for dimensionality reduction, such as used in PCA [9]. The array of Fourier magnitude is firstly projected as the lesser intermediate dimensional space with the use of PCA that stems from the fact of the intermediate dimensionality can be at most n-c, and then standard LDA is performed to the projected samples for processing and the dimension is reduce to at most c-1 [13].
Linear-Discriminant-Analysis can handle the case with ease where frequencies of same class are not equal and their result/performances have also been examined for randomly generated set of test data [10]. This method also helps in maximizing the ratio of same class variance to the different class variance for any particular set of data, and thus guaranteeing the maximal separation. The use of Linear-Discriminant-Analysis for classification of data is performed on to problem in classification of speech recognition. In our project we decide to perform the implementation of an algorithm on LDA in order to achieve better classification if compared to Principal-Components-Analysis. The top most differences between PCA and LDA is that, in PCA it focuses more on classification of feature and in LDA it focuses on classification of data. In PCA, the original data sets shape and location changes whenever it transformed to a different space but in LDA the original data sets shape and location does not changes and it only tries to provide more ability of separation in classes and creates a decision criteria between the given classes. This method also helps to understand the distribution of the feature sets of data in better.

Data sets transformation and classification of test vectors is possible in the transformed space with two different techniques [14].

1) Class-dependent transformation- In this type of approach it involves the process of maximizing ratio between different class variance to similar class variance but the main objective the maximization of the ratio to obtain adequate separation ability of class. The approach of class specific type involves the use of two optimizing way for transforming the sets of data independently.

2) Class-independent transformation- In this approach it involves the process of maximization the ratio between the overall variance to similar class variance. Here it uses only one optimizing criterion for the transformation of the sets of data and hence all points of data irrespective of class identity they are transformed with the use of this transform. In this variance of LDA, each and every class is taken as a distinct class against all of the other classes.

What is the goal of LDA?

1) The objective to achieve for LDA is to perform reduction of dimension along it also preserve as much of the discriminatory information as possible for class.

2) It seeks to find directions along which the classes are best separated.

3) It makes this possible by taking the scatter between same classes into consideration and also the scatter between different classes.

4) It is also much capable to distinguish the variation of image because of identification of variation from other sources such as expression and illumination.

5) These are basic steps performed by LDA (Linear-Discriminant-Analysis).

6) Formulate the sets of data and test that are to be classified for the original space. The given sets of data and the vectors of test are formulated.

7) Compute the mean for each set of data and mean of entire set of data.

3.4 Proposed Approach

In our proposed approach, first we preprocess the palm print database to obtain ROI (region-of-interest) because central portion of palm (i.e. palm region) is discriminatory for different person. Then feature of test
image and training images are extracted using Gabor filter to perform the best matching of test image, we proposed an algorithm that uses Gabor filter for extraction of feature and then uses PCA.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

We performed experiment on database of 60 users. Each user has 8 samples of palm. Among these eight samples, five samples are used for training purpose and remaining three are used for the testing purpose. The accuracy for that is Acc is measured by (Accuracy=correct images/ total images) which is 98.05%. Thus, this algorithm works well for the smaller database of palm print images.

4.1 Result Analysis with Table & Graph

Result of our technique is shown by table and graph, which clearly shows the accuracy of palm print base recognition system.

1) First we perform this technique on 5 users, each user has 8 samples. Then accuracy of our palm print recognition system was 100%.

4.1.1 Result Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Number of user</th>
<th>No of sample/ user</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>99.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ Accuracy = \frac{\text{No of Correct Images}}{\text{Total Images}} \times 100 \]

= 98.12

4.1.2 Result Graph
Result graph shows that as no of user increases accuracy continuously decreases.

**4.2 Comparison with Previous Algorithm**

1) Technique proposed in [5] "Improved Palmprint Identification System" gives the accuracy 96% with efficiency above 99% by using DWT + PCA.

2) Technique proposed in [6] "Person Identification Using Palm Image Fusion Using Hybrid Wavelet Transform with PCA and EHD" gives the accuracy 95% by using EHD + PCA.

3) Technique proposed in [7] "Palm-print-Image-Processing and Linear-Discriminant-Analysis-Method" gives the accuracy 91.3% by using 2D LDA, 94.27% by using I2D LDA and 96.60% by using GABOR+I2DLDA.

4) Our average accuracy is 98%.

5) This algorithm works well for the smaller database of palm print images.

**TABLE 4.2**

**COMPARISON TABLE OF RESULT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Method Avg.</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DWT+PCA [5]</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EHD+PCA [6]</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GABOR+12DLDA [7]</td>
<td>96.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2DLDA [7]</td>
<td>91.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12DLDA [7]</td>
<td>94.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PCA [27]</td>
<td>92.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2D-PCA [27]</td>
<td>92.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wavelet [27]</td>
<td>92.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>LDA [27]</td>
<td>93.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Our Proposed Algo. P-Line GABOR+PCA</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.1 Comparison with Previous Technique

![Comparison Chart]

Fig 4.2 Result Comparison with other algorithm

5. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

In this Research we want to develop a new hybrid technique to create a better system for palm print recognition. In previous techniques the complexity of system is more, recognition rate requires improvement and time require for feature extraction and matching also needs to improve, so our developed system is simple and provides better recognition of palm print. In this research we proposed a new hybrid technique that reduces the problem of GABOR and PCA based palm print recognition system by combining the feature extraction of principle lines, GABOR filter and PCA. In this proposed technique first we pre-process the image of palm print because central part of palm (palm region) is discriminatory for different person, then we extract ROI (Region of Interest) and remove other portion of palm area and finally extract features and perform PCA for dimension reduction. After performing this system on 40 users (of CASIA palm-print Database) we observe that our system is simple and gives average accuracy of 98% but time taken for feature extraction and matching needs to improve more.

5.2 Future Work

This system is design and implemented on touch less palmprint database that is most important because it only require an image capturing device like camera, web cam or even a mobile camera to capture palm-print of any individual and the rest can be easily done by our system. There is always possibilities to improve these type of system, so for future following points can be improved to make it more efficient.

1) Improve result on large database of palm print images.

2) Improve the time requirement of the system for the palm print image database.

3) Perform angle correction so that it can detect palm at various angle.
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